Dynamic population management is an important aspect of multi-agent systems. In artificial immune systems, for example, a shortage of agents can lead to undetected threats, while an overabundance of agents can degrade quality of service and if unchecked, even create new vulnerabilities. Unfortunately, designing an effective strategy for population management is complicated by the myriad of possible circumstances and environmental conditions the agents may face after deployment. In this paper, we present the results of a study in applying digital evolution to the population management problem. In digital evolution, populations of self-replicating computer programs evolve in a user-defined computational environment, where they are subject to mutations and natural selection. Our results demonstrate that populations of digital organisms are capable of evolving self-adaptive replication behaviors that respond to attack fluctuations, as well as clever strategies for cooperating to mitigate attacks. This study provides evidence that digital evolution may be a useful tool in the design of selforganizing and self-adaptive agent-based systems.
Introduction
The level of cooperation in nature is remarkable and can be observed within and across many scales: sub-cellular, cellular, organ, organism, and ecosystem. Moreover, abnormalities in a subsystem at any scale can cause disastrous results. For example, if the number of white blood cells (or leukocytes) within a human's immune system is not effectively controlled, leukemia (too many leukocytes) or leukopenia (too few leukocytes) can develop, possibly resulting in death. Similarly, population management issues can present problems for an agent-based computational system. For example, if the number of detector agents in an artificial immune system (AIS) is not properly controlled, then the system's ability to detect a threat may degrade due to overconsumption of resources, leading to reduced quality of service (QoS) and possibly system failure [30] . Enforcing a global limit on the number of agents within a decentralized system is complicated by delays in communication and lack of synchronization, and may also reduce the ability of the system to respond quickly to a large-scale attack. Furthermore, agents may experience unforeseen circumstances and environmental conditions, exacerbating the problem of regulating a population. Therefore, an adaptive population control mechanism is appealing.
Much like a natural organism's immune system responds to antigens [23] , an AIS is designed to protect a computational system from intrusion by unauthorized or disruptive entities. This biological analogy has been the focus of studies on computer immunology [12, 20] and is one of the catalysts for the field of autonomic computing [24] . In addition to designing systems by mimicking features of immune systems observed in nature (biomimetics), some approaches exploit the process of natural selection which, over millions of generations, constructed the mechanisms for detecting and eliminating pathogens within an organism. Indeed, several studies have used evolutionary computation methods such as the genetic algorithm [22] to assist in the design of individual AIS agents [1, 15] .
In this paper we investigate the application of evolutionary computation to the design of a group-wide behavior, namely adaptive population control for autonomous mobile agents. Instead of using a genetic algorithm (GA), however, we explore the potential benefits of another form of evolutionary computation known as digital evolution (DE) [2] . In digital evolution, a population of self-replicating computer programs exists in a computational environment and is subject to mutations and natural selection. These "digital organisms" are provided with limited resources whose use must be carefully balanced if they are to survive. Since digital organisms interact with one another and are responsible for their own replication, the process is closer to natural evolution than traditional forms of evolutionary computation such as GAs. Designed primarily as a tool for evolutionary biologists, this "digital Petri dish" enables researchers to explore questions that are difficult or impossible to study with organic life forms [3, 14, 28, 35] .
In addition to uses in biology, digital evolution provides a means to harness the power of natural selection and apply it to a variety of problems in designing computational systems. Digital evolution enables the designer to explore an enormous solution space, potentially discovering unintuitive algorithms that are robust under highly dynamic and adverse conditions. Our ongoing investigations explore the application of digital evolution to problems in distributed computing [31] . Many similarities can be drawn between the capabilities of a digital organism and an agent in a distributed system. Both are capable of replication, local computation, environmental interactions, and communication with other agents. In addition, these capabilities can be leveraged and coupled within a group to produce collaborative behaviors, i.e., swarms of agents, enabling the execution of complex group-level tasks through self-organization.
In related studies we have demonstrated that populations of digital organisms can evolve the ability to perform collective data operations [7, 25] , elect leaders [26] , forage for resources [8] , and build semi-permanent structures [27] .
The main contribution of this paper is to demonstrate a "proof of concept" that DE can produce a population of mobile agents exhibiting self-organization. Specifically, we focus on cooperative actions among neighboring organisms to mitigate attacks by changing their collective behavior in response to dynamic threat levels. This study also helps to identify evolutionary conditions that enable this global behavior to emerge in a population. Moreover, analyzing the genome of a particularly successful population provides insight into the complexity and effectiveness of solutions discovered through the evolutionary process. As with our other studies, algorithms for population management can be automatically translated into executable code and evaluated through either simulation or experimentation [8] . These activities constitute our ongoing work, discussed later.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work on autonomous agents and population regulation. Section 3 includes a description of the DE system, Avida [32] , used in this study. Section 4 contains a discussion of the methods used to promote the evolution of autonomous agents capable of self-regulating their population while maintaining an acceptable quality of service. Section 5 presents experimental results, followed by conclusions and future work in Section 6.
Background
As computing becomes more pervasive and decentralized, many design techniques (including autonomic agentbased systems [24] ) have been proposed to accommodate the increasing complexity. In these systems, individual computational agents collaborate to perform a task based on administrative goals, and the system as a whole is selfmanaging. Therefore, after such a system is configured and initiated, little or no human interaction is required.
Autonomous agents have been applied to many different application areas in computer science [6, 11, 24] , and the agent paradigm has been shown to be an effective approach to addressing dynamic reconfiguration, scalability, and self-protection. These advantages are derived from an agent's ability to act either individually or collaboratively, clone (or self-replicate) itself, and migrate across networks while maintaining state and performing tasks. When applied to the AIS domain, an agent's ability to be either active or passive depending on the state of the system is a major advantage. For example, when a system is not experiencing threats, agents can remain in a quiescent state, periodically waking and sensing the local environment. Once a threat is detected, the detecting agent can become active and send messages to other active agents, as well as propagate clones to neighboring nodes in order to localize, and possibly quell a threat [19] .
Agent-based systems do, however, require population management to ensure the agents do not inhibit system functionality. For example, if agent lifetime is improperly configured, the system may produce unacceptable false positive or false negative detection rates [21] . In addition to an agent's lifetime, the number of agents in the system can also affect quality of service (QoS). If the number of detectors in an AIS is too small, then threats can go undetected, whereas if they are too numerous, the system can suffer from resource limitations. Adapting values associated with these management concerns (agent lifetime and number of agents) can directly affect a system's responsiveness, robustness, resiliency, and efficiency [11] .
Population size regulation has been studied in genetic algorithm literature [4, 16, 17] . Generally, however the strategies used in those approaches are static and may require global knowledge. For example, in [17] , the lifetime of an individual has a fixed maximum, and global knowledge is used to maintain sufficient diversity within a population. The DE method described here enables an agent to alter its life span, and does not use any global knowledge to promote diversity. While we do limit the maximum lifetime of an individual, this limit is extremely loose, greater than 50 times the maximum lifetime ever observed in our experiments.
Population management has also been addressed in systems-related fields [5, 13, 34] . Many approaches use a priori rules limiting population growth. For example, in [13] autonomous robots are evolved to capture a target while avoiding collisions. A predefined table specifies the replication rate, relative to the number of consecutively captured targets. In contrast, digital evolution involves no explicit control of the replication rate. Rather, natural selection drives a population to establish the number of individuals required to solve a problem. In addition, unlike the method described in [13] , we do not allow information to be stored in the environment for use in stigmergic communication (e.g., digital pheromones). Our experiments show that even without these mechanisms, digital evolution is capable of producing agents that find and eliminate 90% of all system "attacks," while self-regulating the population size during low and high threat periods.
Avida Digital Evolution Platform
Avida is a well established artificial life platform used in evolutionary biology [3, 28, 29, 32] and more recently in distributed systems research [31] .
Basic Architecture and Operation. In Avida, individuals, or digital organisms, compete for space within a fixedsize two-dimensional collection of cells. Each cell can contain at most one organism, which comprises a circular list of instructions (its genome) and a virtual CPU that executes those instructions, as shown at the top of Figure 1 . Instructions perform simple arithmetic operations (addition, bitshift, increment, etc.), control execution flow, aid in selfreplication, enable the organism to move from one cell to another, and provide a means for the organism to interact with other organisms and the environment. An organism executes these instructions on its virtual CPU, which contains three general purpose registers (AX, BX, CX), two general purpose stacks, and special purpose heads which point to locations within the organism's genome. Similar to a traditional program counter and stack pointer, heads are used to control the flow of execution. The execution of an instruction costs both virtual CPU cycles and energy. Different instructions can be assigned different CPU cycle and energy costs.
Avida organisms are self replicating, that is, their genomes must contain instructions to create an offspring, which is placed in a randomly selected cell, terminating any previous inhabitant. Typically, an Avida population starts with a single seed organism capable only of replication.
As organisms replicate, instruction-level mutations produce variation within the population. In this study, the ancestral organism contains 49 no-operation (NOP) instructions and a single REPRO instruction, which performs replication. The NOP instructions have no effect on the ancestral organism's observed behavior, or phenotype, excluding its gestation time. However, they do provide the evolutionary pro- Instead of an explicit fitness function, the competition for space drives selection in Avida: those organisms who replicate faster are more successful than those who do not. An organism's energy is used to calculate its metabolic rate using Equation 1. An organism's metabolic rate is inversely proportional to a user defined limit on the total number of instructions an organism can execute before its energy is depleted, assuming no new energy influx and all instructions cost 1 energy unit. Probabilistically, an organism with a higher metabolic rate will be given more virtual CPU cycles to execute instructions at a higher energy cost per instruction, calculated by Equation 2, than an organism with a lower metabolic rate. An organism can increase its energy, either individually or as part of a group, by exhibiting behaviors prescribed by the user. metabolic rate = stored energy max. executed inst.
(1)
actual energy cost = metabolic rate × inst. energy cost (2) In Avida, time is measured using an abstract unit called an update. During an update, an average organism is will probabilistically execute 30 instructions. When exploring a particular problem, we execute several batches of Avida runs, each with a different configuration, and analyze the evolutionary process and the resulting behaviors. A batch typically contains 20 runs, each of which starts with the same default organism. Since each run within a batch is started with a different random number seed, the populations take different evolutionary paths. Typically, each population evolves for at least 100,000 updates.
Demes and Multilevel Selection. In some studies we treat all organisms as part of a single population, in which case individual organisms compete against one another. However, in other cases, especially those involving the evolution of cooperative behavior, it is useful to subdivide the population and have groups of organisms compete. As shown at the bottom of Figure 1 , a population of organisms can be subdivided into many sub-populations, called demes. All demes have identical environments and initial configurations. However, an organism within a deme can only interact with other organisms in the same deme. Subdividing the population this way is akin to constructing "multicellular" organisms, enabling the detection and eventual selection of demes that perform group-level behaviors.
Multilevel selection [36] can be described as the application of natural selection at different granularities. Avida supports user defined multilevel selection, specifically individual and deme-level selection. To enable deme-level selection, a deme is replicated when it satisfies a deme-level predicate, more generally thought of as a group-level behavior, such as flocking or consensus [26] . Upon deme replication, prior to creating an offspring deme, mutations are applied to the genome that was used to seed the parent deme. During this mutation process each instruction in the genome is subject to a 0.75% chance of being mutated to a random instruction. The newly created genome and its ancestral genomes make up the germline from which all seed organisms are produced. In contrast, other non-germline, or somatic, organisms play no role in deme replication. In addition to deme-level predicates, a deme's age is also used as a trigger for deme replication. This method allows for the bootstrapping of the evolutionary process by introducing mutations into a deme's germline. Figure 2 depicts the initial injection of the ancestral organism into every deme, and both age and predicate based deme replication methods.
While individual organisms within a deme are able to replicate, those replications do not involve mutations to the genome. Hence, all organisms within a deme are genetically identical. Floreano et.al. [18] have previously shown that this approach is effective in evolving cooperative behavior. 
Evolving adaptive population control
We investigated the evolution of an agent behavior to detect and mitigate "attacks" on cells in an energy efficient manner. We associated with each cell a certain amount of energy. When an organism enters a cell it acquires the energy within that cell and uses it to execute instructions. If an organism leaves the cell, its remaining energy is placed back into the cell and is unchanged until another organism enters the cell or the cell experiences an attack. An attack targets a single cell and acts as an energy sink. Attacks appear and are placed randomly in cells within a deme. When an attack is placed in a cell it draws down the energy within that cell, or an occupying organism, for the duration of the attack. (The duration and percentage of energy loss due to an attack are both fixed throughout a single run.) In the results discussed in Section 5, an attack's duration is set to 5 updates, and 1% of a cell's remaining energy is lost during every update during which the attack remains active. To conduct the study we added to Avida several new instructions related to communication, movement, environmental sensing, and changing their metabolism rate, as described below.
Active Messaging. First, we defined instructions for active messaging [33] , enabling organisms to alter the execution of other organisms by sending messages to them. The active messaging functionality is provided through two instructions, SEND-ALARM-LOCAL (to all organisms in neighboring cells) and SEND-ALARM-GLOBAL (to all organisms in the deme). As with any other instruction, these enter the organisms' genomes through random mutations during replication, and evolution needs to put together sequences of instructions into meaningful behaviors. An alarm message can be in one of two states, low or high, determined by the contents of the BX register in the sending organism: if the value stored in the register is even, then a low-state alarm message is sent, otherwise a high-state alarm is sent.
Both of these instructions cause each non-sleeping, receiving organism to immediately move its instruction pointer from its current position to the location of an alarm label instruction, if present. An alarm label is a special purpose no-operation instruction used solely as a target for such an alarm-induced jump. The state of an alarm message is used to determine which alarm label is targeted for a jump. We defined two alarm label instructions, ALARM-LABEL-LOW and ALARM-LABEL-HIGH, which can be jumped to depending on the state of the received alarm. When an organism receives an alarm its genome is searched in the forward direction, from the instruction pointer's current position, until the correct alarm label is found or the search fails. If a corresponding alarm label is found, the receiver organism's instruction pointer is set to that location. If no corresponding alarm label is found then no jump is performed. Figure 3 depicts the execution of two neighboring organisms' genomes, initially organism A (top) is about to execute a SEND-ALARM-MSG-LOCAL instruction, which will send a high-state alarm to organism B (bottom). Once A executes the instruction, organism B's execution jumps to the location of the ALARM-LABEL-HIGH instruction in its genome, skipping all instructions between the ROTATE-RIGHT and ALARM-LABEL-HIGH instructions. From this point on, both organisms execute their genomes sequentially until another alarm is received. Movement and Rotation. An organism can move to a neighboring cell by executing a MOVE instruction. The new location is determined by its facing. An organism can change its facing by executing a rotate instruction. The ROTATE-RIGHT and ROTATE-LEFT instructions allow an organism to rotate one cell to the right or left, respectively. We expanded the instruction set to include three additional types of rotation. The ROTATE-UNOCCUPIED-CELL and ROTATE-OCCUPIED-CELL instructions, respectively, rotate an organism clockwise until a cell is found that is unoccupied or occupied; if no such cell is found the organism's facing remains unchanged. The third new rotate instruction, ROTATE-TO-ATTACK-CELL, rotates an organism clockwise until a cell containing an attack event is found; if no attack is found the organism's facing remains unchanged. For example, in Figure 4 organism A is initially facing to the left, but after executing a ROTATE-TO-ATTACK-CELL instruction it faces in the up direction. Metabolic Rate. We also enabled an organism to have more direct control over its energy usage. In a prior study [9] we provided organisms with "sleep" instructions, and observed their evolution of circadian rhythms in response to periodic resource availability. Here, we added two instructions, DOUBLE-ENERGY-USAGE and HALVE-ENERGY-USAGE, to enable an organism to change its execution priority by either increasing or decreasing its metabolic rate. When an organism executes the DOUBLE-ENERGY-USAGE instructions, its metabolic rate is doubled, increasing the cycle speed of its virtual CPU. However, it will also pay double the energy cost per executed instruction. Moreover, if an organism increases its metabolic rate to a point where it can no longer pay an instruction's energy cost, then that organism dies. A third instruction, DEFAULT-ENERGY-USAGE, enables an organism to reset is energy usage to a default rate. In addition, upon replication both offspring organisms' energy usage return to the default level.
Dealing with attacks. The functionality to detect and quell an attack is available to an organism through special-purpose instructions. Specifically, we extended the Avida instruction set to include two conditional instructions that sense whether an organism is either in or facing a cell experiencing an attack. These two instructions, IF-CELL-UNDER-ATTACK and IF-FACED-CELL-UNDER-ATTACK, cause the next instruction in an organism's genome to be skipped if an attack is not present in the interrogated cell. In addition to these two conditional in-structions, we also added two instructions that allow an organism to quell an attack. The KILL-ATTACK-IN-CELL and KILL-ATTACK-IN-FACED-CELL instructions, respectively, eliminate an attack in the organism's current cell, or the cell that it is facing. If an attack was present and mitigated, a 1 is written to the organism's BX register, otherwise a 0 is written. To more closely model resource requirements, these four attack-specific instructions, along with all movement, active messaging, and replication instructions, are assigned higher energy and virtual CPU costs than other instructions. The increased costs facilitate the evolution of efficient and effective solutions for finding and quelling attacks.
In the experiments presented in the following sections the rate of attacks during an attack period is randomly chosen to be either 0 or 5 attacks entering a deme per update. Every attack period lasts for 50 updates. Deme-level selection is used: a deme-level predicate is satisfied when a deme has successfully quelled 50% of all attacks that arrived during 5 consecutive attack periods. Once a deme has satisfied the deme-level predicate, it is replicated. At that point all of the deme's remaining energy is accumulated and divided equally among all cells in the offspring demes, minus a 5% deme replication decay. The transfer of remaining energy provides offspring of an energy efficient deme with a competitive advantage over less efficient demes. In addition, a previous study has shown that transferring energy in this manner can decrease the amount of time required to evolve cooperative behaviors [10] .
Experimental Results and Analysis
We conducted a set of Avida experiments to investigate whether digital evolution could solve the problem of quelling attacks while conserving energy, and if so, what behaviors it might produce. All the runs used Avida populations containing up to 4900 organisms, arranged in 100 demes, each consisting of a 7 × 7 torus of cells. When a deme is initialized, each cell is given 10, 000 energy units to be consumed by occupying organisms. A single seed organism is injected into the deme and begins to replicate, with mutations turned off (deme populations are homogeneous). If the population eventually satisfies the deme predicate, the deme will be replicated immediately. If a deme does not satisfy the predicate before it has experienced 500 updates, it will be replicated automatically because of its age. Upon deme replication, the germline may experience mutations. Specifically, there is a 0.75% probability that an instruction will mutated to a random instruction, and a 5% probability that an instruction will be inserted and removed.
An Evolved Solution. Execution of the Avida runs described above produced populations that dynamically adjusted their population in order to quell attacks while conserving energy. Figure 5 demonstrates this behavior for a particular population. The figure plots the mean fraction of cells within a deme containing an organism during periods of attack and during periods of "calm" (no attacks). As shown, very early in the run the population evolves the ability to keep the population near its capacity when attacks are present, and it maintains this behavior during the entire run. After approximately 40, 000 updates, the population has evolved the ability to adaptively reduce its population (to between 30% to 60% of its maximum size) during calm periods. In addition to adaptively controlling the population, this particular population also achieves a mean attack mitigation rate of about a 90%, as shown in Figure 6 . Specifically, out of the 250 attacks occurring randomly during an attack period, about 225 are being quelled. We emphasize that the only selective pressure is the deme-level predicate requiring a 50% mitigation rate. No evolutionary "building blocks" are used in these experiments, that is, we do not provide any reward for low-level behaviors from which the more complex cooperative behavior might emerge. Rather, the populations are entirely responsible for evolving their strategy.
Genome Analysis. In order to understand how digital evolution went about solving this problem, we analyzed the dominant genome present at the end of the run, shown in Figure 7 . This genome contains two separate pieces of code, one that executes when attacks are present and the other when they are not. The genome initially attempts to quell ("kill") an attack in the cell that it is facing. The remainder of the execution of this genome depends on the success or failure of this attempt.
If no attack was killed, then the BX register will contain 0 and a low-state alarm will be sent to neighboring nodes. However, this alarm will have no effect on neighboring organisms in the deme because the genome does not contain any ALARM-LABEL-LOW instructions. Therefore the remainder of the code in Box 1 of Figure 7 will be executed at both the sender and its neighbors. This code moves the organism and then executes a SHIFT-R instruction on the BX register. The right shift causes the organism's BX register to either remain zero, or to become zero if an attack was previously killed. Then the organism enters into a low-energy (or "sleep") cycle, which costs the organism 1 energy unit and lasts for 30 virtual CPU cycles. Once the sleep cycle is over the organism replicates into the cell it is facing. Considering that demes are homogeneous, this method of replication allows the population of organism to remain low. Specifically, because a parent organism never changes its current facing, the parent and offspring organism will always remain in the same row, column, or diagonal. Therefore, when either of them replicates, the population can only grow only until that row, column or diagonal is full. After that point, all replications will replace existing organisms, causing the population size of the deme to remain constant.
On the other hand, if the attempt to kill an attack at the beginning of the genome was successful, then a high-state alarm is sent (since the value of BX is 1), and all organisms in the sender's neighborhood will jump to the top of Box 2 in Figure 7 . If an organism is sleeping, it will remain sleeping, however its instruction pointer will be moved when it awakes in response to the most recently received alarm. The code within Box 2 can be divided into two parts: controlled spreading of alarm message, and racing to expand the population. The second and third lines in Box 2 control whether or not an organism that received an alarm message sends another alarm message. This piece of code will cause organisms that experience a high-state alarm message to propagate the message unless the organism's BX and CX registers contain the same value. As discussed before, the contents of an organism's BX register after it exits a sleep cycle will be zero. Therefore an organism that entered a sleep cycle will not send an alarm message when it wakes up, so out-of-date alarms will not be propagated through the network. The second portion of code in Box 2 doubles the execution rate of the organism and rotates it to face an attack if one is present in a neighboring cell. Finally, the organism replicates. After replication, the parent organism, which is facing the offspring, will kill any event in the offspring's cell, a rather distinct evolved parental behavior. Figure 8 is a graphical depiction of the execution of two organisms during an attack period scenario. In Figure 8 (a) organism A begins the execution of its genome, and organism B is assumed not to be sleeping. After organism A executes its first two instructions, the attack previously located in the bottom row has been quelled, A has sent a high-state alarm, and B's instruction pointer has been jumped to the location of the ALARM-LABEL-HIGH instruction, as shown in Figure 8 (b). After these instructions are executed, organism A shifts its BX register to the right, causing its contents to be changed from a 1 to a 0. At this point, organism B sends a high-state alarm message which jumps A's instruction pointer to the location of the ALARM-LABEL-HIGH instruction. At this point, organism A suppresses the sending of another alarm because its BX and CX registers contain the same value. Both organisms continue execution of instructions that cause them to rotate to face an attack, double their execution speed, and then replicate, as shown in Figure 8(d) . Immediately after replicating, both organisms A and B kill the attack in their respective offspring's cell. By doubling its execution speed, an organism will pay a higher energy cost per instruction, however, it increases the probability of quelling an attack in its offspring's cell, since the time between rotating to face the attack and attempting to kill it is cut in half.
Energy Conservation. When accounting for each instruction's user defined virtual CPU cycle cost, we calculate that the genome presented in Figure 7 can require as few a 9 cycles to execute during periods of attack and as many at 37 cycles to execute during calm periods. However, the lower bound on an organism's gestation time can only be achieved if a high-state alarm is received immediately after an organism replicates. This represents 4-fold difference in individual organism gestation time depending on the current environment. Using these numbers to calculate the number of expected births during each period we predict a minimum of 1129 births during a calm period with 60% cell occupancy, and a maximum of 8167 births during an attack period. By examining Figure 9 , we can see that the mean number of births during a calm period is slightly greater than expected. However, the mean number of births during attack periods is about half the expected total. This result suggests that organisms are replicating after executing about 18 instructions, which is 9 instructions more than required to execute the entire piece of code in the dashed box in Figure 7 . We conclude that during attack periods, when high-state alarm messages are being sent, organisms are still conserving energy by sleeping when attacks are not present in their neighborhoods. On average, 1 in 5 organisms will sleep during a period of attack, conserving the energy in its cell.
Finally, we note that only 5 of the 20 runs achieved the level of success described above. Specifically, while most populations were similarly successful at quelling attacks, only 5 were able to reduce the number of organisms significantly during calm periods. Of course, even a single successful population is sufficient for our purposes, as it can provide insight into the design of algorithms for agentbased distributed systems. However, from an evolutionary perspective this variation suggests that the selective pressures applied in this study might be improved, and in our ongoing studies we are exploring different pressures that may promote better energy efficiency and more effective self-regulation of population.
Conclusions and Future Directions
We have shown that it is possible to digitally evolve autonomous agents that are capable of adapting their population in response to attack fluctuations. Specifically, we described an evolved genome that self-regulates a population within a deme through the use of local active messaging. In addition, the genome adapts the execution speed of the host organism, depending on the current environmental circumstances. Finally, we showed that even during attack periods the evolved genome localizes the attack response, and conserves additional energy by putting about 1 in 5 organisms to sleep.
An additional benefit of leveraging DE for designing agent behavior is that every run produces many functionally equal genomes. As long as these solutions adequately solve the intended problem, they could be used to increase the heterogeneity of a system. Cyber attacks often rely on the target system's homogeneity by exploiting a vulnerability that is present throughout an entire system. By introducing new agents into a system periodically (effectively reconfiguring the system) the demographics of the system over an extended period of time would continue to change. Therefore an attack based on assumptions about the operation of the agents should be less likely to succeed.
In an agent-based distributed system, both individual lifetime and population size are important concerns for developers. Mismanagement of either of these two concerns can cause a disruption of a system's required QoS. We plan to extend this work into the design of real-world systems capable of self-regulating their populations and adapting the lifetime of their agents. Specifically, we intend to apply these results to the design of agent-based event/intrusion detection systems for use in wireless sensor networks. By drawing inspiration from natural systems and harnessing the evolutionary process which produced those systems, we hope to provide tools capable of handling the escalating complexity of distributed computing systems.
Further Information. Information on evolving adaptive and cooperative behavior can be found at http:// www.cse.msu.edu/thinktank. Papers on other applications of digital evolution and the Avida software are available at http://devolab.cse.msu.edu.
